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The year-end IAB meeting came after a volatile quarter, in 
which the focus of investors switched rapidly from election 
results in the US and in Spain, to Greek bailout negotiations, 
then to the US fiscal cliff. Equity markets fell sharply in early 
November before recovering to finish the quarter to date flat 
or marginally higher. With this in mind, Board members were 
reminded that they had reached an overwhelmingly bullish 
conclusion in the September meeting and were asked if 
these views had now changed. 

US 

In terms of the US, the view had certainly not changed and, 
if anything, the case for being more optimistic had grown 
since the last meeting. On the political front, the debate is 
now about who takes on the main burden of fiscal cuts 
rather than whether austerity should happen and this is a 
major positive because the focus should be on keeping bond 
yields low in order to support the housing market. On the 
latter point, the housing sector has been enjoying a welcome 
recovery over the past few months, which augers well for US 
long term recovery prospects. At the same time, corporate 
profits remain strong and there are clear signs that the 
private sector is deleveraging. However, we should note that 
the rational tactic for President Obama is to take fiscal 
negotiations past the end-year deadline in order to secure 
tax increases on the wealthy. This brinkmanship is a 
dangerous game and puts the recovery at risk. There was 
also some concern regarding the likelihood and extent of 
entitlement cuts. 

On the subject of why the previous bullish call had not been 
borne out by market developments so far, the slow build up 
in the Fed’s asset purchase programme was offered as the 
main culprit. Nonetheless, the central bank’s balance sheet 
has begun to grow now and this should have a positive effect 
on risky asset prices over the coming months. More 
specifically, the spread between consumer mortgage rates 

and the yield on tradable mortgage backed securities is a 
key statistic for Fed members and this gap has started to 
narrow recently, which is good news. The main worry for one 
member of the Board was the very low and falling rate of 
growth in average hourly earnings, which feeds into low 
credit demand and low consumption. This member wanted 
to see positive developments in these numbers before 
making an unequivocal bullish call. 

Europe 

The outlook for Europe is more difficult, primarily due to the 
shape of political discourse. While Greece is an obvious 
problem, separatist movements in Spain indicate a 
groundswell of opinion that wants to move away from the 
core rather than towards closer integration. Germany’s 
Chancellor Merkel recently suffered a reduced majority in 
the Bundesrat, which has triggered a less hard-line 
approach towards Greece. Essentially, the Greek bailout 
process will continue with few hitches. The bigger problem is 
that the only way for Greece to remain in the Eurozone over 
the long term is for the IMF and the rest of the Troika to take 
a hit, which implies that delaying tactics will be employed. 

However, there are positive dynamics in play in Europe that 
are not reported very often. For example, current account 
convergence between EU countries is progressing much 
quicker than the European Commission predicted. 
Furthermore, the region’s exports to non-EU countries have 
held up well and have outperformed those of the UK. This 
supports the case made by advocates of structural 
adjustments as opposed to “quick fix” currency 
depreciation. But the structural adjustment path does not 
create many jobs and the strength of the global economy 
remains crucial in the euro crisis next year. In the meantime, 
the ECB could and should ease monetary policy further to 
counter the weakening trend in the economy and regional 
governments should be wary of allowing lower bond yields to 
slow the essential process of reform. 

Putting the macro considerations aside, the performance of 
peripheral Eurozone bonds and selected equities shows that 
the region still offers good investment opportunities. ECB 
President, Mario Draghi, has effectively eliminated financial 
tail risk with his Outright Monetary Transactions policy, 
which has been crucial in bringing sovereign bond yields 
down. On the other hand, the European equity market is 
cheap compared with the US. Based on a cyclically adjusted 
Shiller Price/Earnings ratio, the gap between the European 
and US markets has grown as the crisis has deepened. This 
is despite similar earnings growth. One member made the 
important point that investors should be highly selective in 
the European equities arena. 
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Emerging Markets and Japan 

Discussion then turned to the outlook for the emerging 
markets, with particular reference to China. The changing 
Chinese economic landscape with a greater orientation 
towards the consumer will be crucial for developments in 
many developing nations, as well as for Japan. In terms of 
the latter, its economy has been propped up by large scale 
capital goods exports to China but, now that the Chinese 
authorities are attempting to move industrial activity higher 
up the value chain, these exports will not be required quite 
as much. This may partly explain why there is now a 
concerted effort to weaken the yen through calls for much 
more aggressive monetary policy. One way in which this 
could be achieved, according to Japanese policymakers, is 
to introduce a 2% inflation target. The major criticism from 
the Board was that a focus on ending deflation is incorrect, 
especially when unemployment is so low by international 
standards. The Japanese bond market is at far greater risk 
from persistent current account deficits and reckless fiscal 
policies than from mildly falling prices. Another important 
point is that viewing the depreciating yen through the prism 
of the US dollar is misleading because the Japanese are 
more focused on local competitors, such as South Korea and 
China itself, and we know that the latter two are much better 
at currency manipulation than Japan. If an open currency 
war commences, the outcome is indeterminate. 

China’s new policies should, however, have a more 
discernible positive impact on smaller emerging market 
economies in South East Asia and Latin America who can 
seize the opportunity to fill the gap at the lower end of the 
value chain. This view is dependent on a strengthening US 
economy and a stabilising China with lower inflation but the 
Board was generally confident that selected developing 
economies will perform well over the coming year and 
beyond. 

Currencies 

Finally, Board members were asked for the views on the 
major currencies. 

There was widespread agreement that sterling was the 
currency most at risk from weakness over the coming year. 
The current account is in deficit due to the weakness of the 
economy, while the budget deficit has not been dented in 
the past few years of austerity. Also, the political situation is 
bad and worsening, as politicians debate the merits of cuts. 

One member of the Board was more optimistic that the 
incoming governor of the Bank of England, Mark Carney, 
would be more aggressive than his record at the Bank of 
Canada would suggest. He is likely to be deeply involved in 
the Financial Policy Committee as well. 

The euro, on the other hand, is likely to remain resilient due 
to trade surpluses but, of course, a weaker currency would 
actually be beneficial, given that the euro area’s trade 
surplus is 95% comprised of Germany’s trade surplus and 
other countries are struggling much more. That’s why there 
won’t be too many cheers in support of the strength of the 
euro. 

Finally, there was mildly bullish sentiment regarding the US 
dollar, based on an improving economy, lower levels of 
leverage and likely positive steps on the road to government 
deficit reduction. The conviction level on this call was not 
high, however, as the politics can change quickly. 

In summary, the IAB re-iterated its positive view on risk 
assets but tempered it with a little more caution than in the 
September meeting. There was a more optimistic view on the 
US from one member while others were slightly more 
reticent. Similarly, in Europe, the debt markets could 
perform well but the equity markets are more concerning, 
with selectivity necessary. The prospects for emerging 
markets are quite positive. Nonetheless, the most important 
factor remained the power of monetary policy in the US and 
Europe to support asset prices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer 

This material is for information only and the information contained in this material is 
confidential and has been produced solely for the use of the person to whom it is given 
or sent. It may not be used for any other purpose and may not be reproduced, copied, 
given, distributed or disclosed, in whole or in part, to any other person. The views 
herein are those of the Investment Advisory Board as at the date of the meeting and 
may not reflect the view anytime thereafter. Reference to a specific security is not a 
recommendation to buy or sell that security. 

Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax, or other advice, nor is to be 
relied on in making an investment decision. Nothing in this material should be 
construed as a solicitation, offer or recommendation to acquire or dispose of any 
investment or to engage in any other transaction. 

In the United Kingdom, this material has been issued and approved by GAM London 
Ltd, 12 St James's Place, London SW1A 1NX, authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Services Authority. 

In Hong Kong, this material is restricted to professional investors (as defined in the 
Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap 571)) only. In other countries in Asia Pacific, 
this material should only be distributed in accordance with the applicable laws in the 
relevant jurisdiction. 

This material is intended for information purposes only and is not an invitation to 
subscribe to any GAM fund or strategy. It is not to be regarded as investment 
research, a sales prospectus, an offer or solicitation of an offer to enter in any 
investment activity. Please note that GAM retains the right to change the range of 
services, the products and the prices at any time without prior notice and that all 
information and opinions indicated are subject to change. Certain services and 
products are subject to legal provisions and cannot therefore be offered world–wide on 
an unrestricted basis. Please be reminded that all investments carry a certain degree of 
risk. Your attention is hereby drawn to such risk (which can be substantial). Some 
investments may not be readily realisable since the market in the securities is illiquid 
and therefore valuing the investment and identifying the risk to which you are exposed 
may be difficult. Some investments may be subject to sudden and large falls in value 
and on realisation you may receive back less than you invested or may be required to 
pay more. 


